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ELITE SERIES
The revolutionary Elite Air Series design features an oversized case with tailor-made contours and shaped foam strips to securely cushion 
each drum. The drum rests in the middle, away from side walls, which provides a snug fit and eliminates the need for foam. The unique shape 
is designed to accommodate most suspended mounting brackets without “upsizing” and comes with a limited, lifetime warranty against 
cracking.

The Elite Air Combination Tom case blends Elite’s optimum protection with the convenience of one case.  The contoured divider allows smaller 
toms to securely sit atop larger toms and is available for 10” & 12” and 12” & 13” tom combinations.

What makes the Elite Series Different? 
The Drum Floats in the Center of the Case!

Model Case Diameters Available
TOM CASE 8” - 10” - 12” - 13” - 14” - 15” - 16” - 18”
BASS DRUM CASE 18” - 20” - 22” - 24”
SNARE CASE 10” - 12” - 13” - 14”
COMBO CASE 10” / 12” - 12" / 13"

Rugged comfortable 
carry handles

Heavy-duty buckles lock 
the lids in place

Combo Tom Case includes 
contoured divider for secure 

stacking

•  Patended suspension system of molded-in suspension platforms with foam rubber pads  
    center the drum and suspend it, by contacting the rim at only eight points. This floats the  
    drum inside the case and creates air-space around the drum shell, hardware, and heads
•  No pressure on the heads or shells means better tuning stability
•  2" wide web strap and YKK side-release buckle. Rated at 350lbs tensile strength
•  Lightweight rotationally molded polyethylene plastic 
•  The octagonal shape creates extra room inside case to accommodate 
     suspension mounts, hardware, and strainer throw-offs. 
•  Flat outer faces which provide a stable base for resting the
    case. No more rolling around
•  Extra side crush protection; the top edge of the bottom 
    shell is captured in the lid to prevent side impact from
    reaching the drum
•  Outer case shell design includes ribs for added strength and 
     secure stacking

Model Snare Case 
Diameters

Snare 
Depth

GP-EVOL13/1405SD 13" or 14" 5"
GP-EVOL13/1405.5SD 13" or 14" 5.5"
GP-EVOL13/1406SD 13" or 14" 6"
GP-EVOL13/1406.5SD 13" or 14" 6.5"
GP-EVOL13/1407SD 13" or 14" 7"

EVOLUTION SNARE DRUM CASE SERIES

Air Space


